
From the Desk of Vice Chancellor  
All Faculty and Staff Members of the University 

 
Heartiest greetings on the commencement of academic session 2015-16.  It’s a matter of 

pride for all of us that the University has moved into second academic session after successfully 
admitting the second batch of students. I gratefully acknowledge the support of all faculty members, 
staff members and students and congratulate them for the accomplishments of University .  

On the commencement of new academic session, I call upon the faculty and staff members of 
the University for further strengthening of the teaching – learning processes.  There is critical need of 
having whole hearted involvement of the faculty members and technical/non-technical staff under the 
supervision of Head of Departments / Deans / Officers of the University for achieving the goal of 
becoming an acclaimed technical University. Although the University is only 19 months old, but the 
stakeholders and the society have lot of expectations from it. Our academic community has to 
perceive and understand the present challenges before the technical education in the country and the 
specific need to inculcate certain attributes in our students for their better employability.   

I understand that the collective efforts of all faculty & staff members on following accounts will 
bring positive change in academic ambience and quality of graduating students. 
- Teaching - learning processes of utmost quality in class room and laboratory 
- Adapting experimental and project based learning for sound understanding of  subjects  
- Encouraging the students to undertake innovative projects of social/industrial utility 
- Supplementing the class room teaching with available e-content, content beyond  syllabus  
and strong industrial interaction in specific areas 
- Good quality research work at post graduate and doctoral level for better  social/academic 
contribution and good publications  
- Improvement in soft skills of the students  
- Increased interaction between teachers and students for their holistic development   
- Recognition of accomplishments and encouragement of the students 
- Interaction with relevant industry for short term / medium term / long term relationship 
- Increased interaction with alumni for benefit of University students 
 

It is needless to say that all faculty and staff members are constantly putting their endeavour 
for betterment of the University, but in view of paradigm shift in technical education, it is advisable for 
the teachers to adapt all possible good practices for class room teaching, laboratory exercises, 
projects, dissertations etc. with full zeal and enthusiasm. Further, the adaption of choice based credit 
system and increased focus on continuous evaluation has put increased responsibility on the subject 
teachers and the students themselves. Although the new system has been enforced since academic 
session 2014-15, but it is essentially required that the subject teachers apprise the students about the 
implications of the new academic provisions so that they take maximum advantage of the new system 
and bring a positive change in the academic atmosphere. It is quite likely that there are certain 
deficiencies in the infrastructure support, but it should not be deterrent in adapting any good practice. 
However, with the ongoing large number of construction projects the University will be having 
sufficient infrastructure in near future.  Please feel free in forwarding the proposals for betterment of 
systems in the University. 

At this juncture, it is to request all the faculty members and staff members to put in their 
sincere efforts for improving the quality of teaching-learning activities and eventually upgrade the 
academic standard of the University so that all of us can feel proud of being part of MMMUT. 

With Best Wishes. 
Prof. Onkar Singh 

Date: 08.07.2015                     Vice Chancellor 
Copy to : The Registrar for information and record.  


